
Nick:
Mission Summary 10510.24
 
Nick:
Everyone is feeling mighty queezy, as the station is spinning uncontrollably
 
Nick:
All controls of thrusters is locked out
 
Nick:
The Ambassador is dead as one of the ceremonial blades that was sitting on the conference table flew directly into his chest
 
Nick:
Lieutenant Commander Archen was able to beam Commander Martin and Ensign Krell to Main Engineering in hopes that they can reverse the sabotage
 
Nick:
Unfortunately, As the station was spinning uncontrollably upon materializing both the XO and CEO went flying into the wall, the CEO hit his head and is unconscious, the XO however is ok.
 

Nick:
<<<<<Begin Centrifuge Part 3>>>>>
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::starts making her way towards a control panel, crawling across the floor since she can't stand with the instability of the station::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Laying on the floor pinned against the wall as vomit spews from his frothy mouth::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::still pinned against the wall::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The station's acceleration continues
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::pulls herself up to the console, and tries to tap into the thruster controls::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Tries to get to the ambassador as the blood from his wound is now beginning to circulate around the spinning room, splattering everywhere::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::attempts to move again and find he is able to actual pull him self away from the wall, well more like lift himself away from the wall he continues and is able to walk on the consoles and screen places to the computer interface terminals in OPS::
 

CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::looks down and all of OPS is turned sideways the floor and ceiling has become the walls and the outer walls of Operations have become his floor he moves around OPS walking on terminals like a hamster on a wheel::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::looks down at his feet and notices footprints on the consoles:: Self: Krell is not going to be happy ...
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Watches as the delegates writhe helplessly around the room::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The continued acceleration of the station causes the gravity on the outermost wall of the station is twice that of earth sea level
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::grumbles in annoyance:: Computer:  Give me access to the thrusters now! Authorization Commander T. Martin, Delta-Tee-One.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Computer: Responsive Diagnostic Check, this is Lt. Commander Cor Archen, run Computer core access verification Sigma 12. Confirm Authorization to the core?
 
Nick:
<Computer> XO: Unable to comply, thruster control is offline.
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
COMPUTER: What? Bring it back online then ::tries to do so from the console, wondering if this is a hopeless task..::
 
Nick:
<Computer> CTO: computer Core access verified
 
Nick:
<Computer> XO: Unable to comply, access to thruster control is denied.
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::sighs, switches her hold on the console to the other hand, and resumes trying to gain access to the thrusters:: COMPUTER: Who has access to thruster control then?
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Computer: Okay, lets start with something basic. Are there any recent system processes that are using anything above 20% the standard system memory time? Anything Irregular or Foreign that you can Identify?
 
Nick:
<Computer> XO: Thruster Control access available to Captain rank and above.
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::remains silent for a moment:: self: Figures...Computer: Computer, will Acting Captain work?
 
Nick:
<Computer> CTO: None known.
 
Nick:
<Computer> XO: Negative
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
Self: Fine then...be that way. ::starts trying to hack her way into the thruster controls, somewhat slow when only using one hand...::
 
Nick:
ACTION: Another ceremonial blade falls off the table and plunges into the arm of one of the members of the Weissan Delegation
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::stands to reach the main operations console pulls of the protective place and re route a pair of isoliniar chips:: Computer: can you retrieve a list of all active processes that are currently active and running but are not accessible by the Senior staff for any reason?
 
Nick:
<Computer> CTO: Affirmative
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Tries to make his way to the now screaming Wessian delegate with the protruding knife in his arm::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
*XO*: Commander, what is your progress down there I am trying to determine my level of access to the system, trying to get a diagnostic but its kinda hard.
 
Nick:
ACTION: When the XO attempts to hack thruster control the following is heard...
 
Nick:
<Computer> ALL: Warning, Auto destruct system has been activated, 15 minutes till auto-destruct
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::sighs, seeing her efforts are apparently in vain, but looks around in alarm:: self: what the...?!
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Computer: who authorized auto destruct:
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
COMPUTER: Computer, deactivate self-destruct sequence, authorization by Commander T. Martin, Delta-Tee-One. and don't tell me only the Captain can stop it!
 
Nick:
<Computer> CTO: Commander Trial Martin
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Reaches the Weissan and examines the knife sticking out of his arm::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Computer: give me the memory address that all programs active and running are above that of the rank of Commander
 
Nick:
<Computer> XO: Please have another command officer confirm auto-destruct deactivation.
 
Nick:
CTO: One known process, auto destruct sequence 47-beta
  
Nick:
CTO: Started by Commander Trial Martin

CTO LtCmdr Archen:
*XO*: You authorize auto destruct ma'am?
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
*CTO* No, of course not. I'm trying to shut it down, I need another commanding officer to confirm the deactivation - could you give it a try?
 
Nick:
<Computer> ALL: Warning Auto Destruct sequence activated, 10 minutes until Auto Destruct
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Self: Self destruct?
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Computer: Confirm Deactivation of Self Destruct, Acting 1st Officer, Authorization Sigma 12 Theta
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Weissan delegate: Well the good news for you is that if the self destruct goes off you won't have to worry about that knife.
 
Nick:
<Computer> CTO: Access Denied, Officer of rank Commander and Above required to deactivate auto-destruct
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
*XO*: Hail Admiral Hamilton and have her halt any program above senior staff privilege..
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
*CTO* Ah, good idea. ::shakes head wondering why she forgot about that...::
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
*Adm* Admiral, come in!
 
 XO Cmdr Martin:
::maneuvers herself so she's sitting on the console, instead of hanging onto it...::
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::tries to contact the Admiral again with no response:: *CMO* Doctor, can you see the Admiral? Is she alright?
 
Nick:
<Computer> ALL: Warning, Auto destruct sequence has been activated, 5 minutes till auto-destruct
 
CMO Lt Burton:
*XO*: She appears to be unconscious.
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
*CMO* Wake her up! It's important - more than important! she can deactivate the destruct sequence!
 
Nick:
<Computer> ALL: Warning, Auto destruct sequence has been activated, 4 minutes till auto-destruct
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::on the brink of panic::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
*XO*: I'll do my best. ::Makes his way to the helpless Admiral::
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
*CMO* Hurry, only 4 minutes left!
 
CMO Lt Burton:
*XO*: Should take me no more than three minutes. Three and a half at the most.
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::leans over the console and works on the thrusters to distract her from impending doom, while she waits::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Tries to revive the Admiral with a hypo spray::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The admiral starts groggily coming to
 
Nick:
<AdmiralHamilton> CMO: What happened Doc?
 
Nick:
<Computer> Warning: Auto Destruct Sequence has been activated, 3 minutes till auto-destruct.
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Adm: Admiral we have a slight situation. Apparently the XO needs you to verify the auto destruct sequence shut down.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::begins pulling command and control rods out and re ordering them at operations 1 console with each sequence he tried to hack the self destruct and or gain permission to deactivate higher processes such as the restricted thruster control systems::
 
Nick:
<AdmiralHamilton> CMO: Auto... what, why are we blowing up?
 
Nick:
<Computer> All: Warning, Auto destruct sequence has been activated, 2 minutes till auto-destruct.
 
Nick:
ACTION: The groggy admiral is drifting in and out of consciousness
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Adm: I not entirely sure, but it night be a good idea to contact the XO.
 
CMO Lt Burton:
*XO*: The Admiral is awake, of sorts.
 
Nick:
<AdmiralHamilton> *XO*: Hello Commander, how are you today?
 
CMO Lt Burton:
<Might>
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Computer: thruster control command and control algorithms are above standard operational security levels. They should be at level Beta 2. Check the damn specs! You're running anomalous and conflicting command levels! Enter Diagnostic run level 2 NOW!
 
XO Cmdr Martin:
::stops working:: *Adm* Admiral! Good, we need you to authorize the shut down of the autodestruct sequence! Immediately, we have no time to spare!
 
Nick:
<Computer> All: Warning, auto-destruct sequence has been activated, 60 seconds till auto-destruct, 59...58...57...56..55
 
Nick:
<<<<<PAUSE>>>>>


